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Creative Curriculum Theme – Revolution 

History 

 Identify connections, contrasts and trends between the Victorian era and modern day life.   

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources. 

 Address and devise historically valid questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance when exploring the Industrial Revolution.  

 

Design Technology / Art 

 Research and develop design criteria to inform the design of a Victorian building. 

 Select from and use a wide range of construction materials according to their functional 

properties and aesthetic qualities. 

 Evaluate ideas and products against a design criteria and provide constructive feedback. 

English 

We will read :  

‘Street Child’ by Berlie Doherty 

 Identify the audience and purpose of the 

writing; selecting the appropriate form and use 

other similar writing as models for their own. 

 Use a wide range of devices to build cohesion 

within and across paragraphs in an explanation 

text. 

 Within narratives, use a wide range of clause 

structures, sometimes varying their position 

within the sentence. 

 Draw inferences  about characters feelings, 

thoughts and motives . 

Physical Activity  

Invasion Games—implement kicking skills 

and develop invasion game skills. 

Athletics - Increase their mastery of 

athletics skills: running, jumping and 

throwing.  

French 

 Talk about weekend activities. 

 Be able to use negatives.  

 Give opinions. 

Computing 

 Use technology safely, respectfully 

and responsibly.  

 Identify a range of ways to report 

concerns about content and 

contact. 

 

Maths 

 Read, write, order and compare numbers up 

to 10,000,000 and determine the value of each 

digit.  

 Use knowledge of the order of operations to 

carry out calculations involving the four 

number operations. 

 Solve multi-step problems in context; deciding 

which operations and methods to use and 

why. 

 Compare and order fractions, decimals and 

percentages. 

 Applying formal written strategies to arithmetic 

calculations. 

September / October 2019 

Science 

 Explore how light travels enabling us to understand that all objects reflect light. 

 Identify angles of incidence and reflection, understanding refraction as light bending or changing 

direction and explain how a prism allows us to see the visible spectrum.  



Reading 

Children are encouraged to read 

throughout the week (their chosen 

text from Accelerated Reader          

Programme). Home school link books 

must be brought in once a week so 

that teachers can see the time they 

are spending reading at home.  

In school, children will then be given a 

quiz on their chosen book so that class           

teacher’s can see their understanding 

of the text.  

Times tables and Spelling  

Please practise the Year 3/4 and 5/6 

common spelling words from National 

Curriculum Appendix (please ask your 

teacher for a list if you are unsure).  

Use ‘Times Table Rockstars’ to practise 

rapid recall of multiplication and division 

facts.  

Religious Education 

To explore commitment; how people show 

commitment to other people and their own 

beliefs.  

Personal, Social, Health Education 

Explore strategies to help us cope with our 

emotions and make ourselves and others feel 

more valued, as well as encouraging healthy 

lifestyles.   

Homework 
 

Please complete at least one of the homework projects below. All of the tasks are 

linked to our ‘Revolution’ topic. Please be as thorough and creative as  possible!  

Find out about health and medicine in    Victori-

an times, including ghastly and deadly diseases 

like typhoid, smallpox, influenza and cholera. It 

was pretty grim!  

Make some simple Victorian recipes, such as 

Apple Charlotte, Banbury cakes and custard 

patties.      

Create a recipe book using photos of your            

creations.  

Write a newspaper article about the London 

matchgirls’ strike of 1888. Find out about the   

gruesome side effects of phosphorous on the 

health of the girls in the factory. Create         

campaign posters to help advertise the strike. 

Find out about Victorian railways using          

Bradshaw’s Guide (bradshawsguide.org). Read 

the town descriptions in the original guides and 

find out how much these places have changed 

using modern information sources.  

Research significant Victorian battles such as the 

famous Battle of Oltenita in 1853, the Battle of 

Isandlwana in 1879, or Rorke’s Drift in 1879.     

Produce maps or plans to explain battle        

strategies.  

Research the Victorian Empire and create           

annotated maps showing the extent of British 

rule.  

Research Victorian family portraits and recreate 

your own— you can draw, paint or use            

photography to  capture your Victorian family 

portrait.  

Design a Victorian costume—find out about the 

types of clothing Victorian men and women 

wore and design your own outfit.  


